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Mapaero and Atlanta Aviation International (AAI) will focus on their recently inked contract that grants the latter distributorship of Mapaero’s interior coatings in North America.

“We look forward to offering unmatched service with US stock, short lead time and color matching capability,” says Gaétan Guibert, North America director for Mapaero.

The first half of 2018 saw Mapaero obtain Embraer qualifications for its complete cabin coatings line and a triple qualification by Boeing, Bombardier and Embraer for its Di-Tex 50 topcoat.

AAI is targeting to have a tint line for Mapaero’s FR2-55 water-based topcoat operational by November 2018. Orders placed in the meantime will be shipped from Pamiers, France.

Scott Group Studio will introduce a new aviation collection, focusing on dimensional patterns and textures, interesting line-weights and thoughtful color palettes.

A new conference table described as a piece of decorative luxury furniture for VIP cabins will be debuted by Bucher. Without a pole, the mechanism is hidden on the wall side and its motions are engineered to be soft and gentle. The surface of the tabletop doubles by folding out the two table leaves.

The company’s second premiere will be the Savannah divan table. Bucher says the manual deploy is smoother than any other divan table in the market, the motions are managed to follow the desired path, and the look is impeccable. This table and its mechanisms turn the divan into a place to work, dine or relax.

Bucher will also show other signature products for VVIP aircraft: Québec, a fully automatic, large side-deploying table mechanism; Bern, a semi-automatic first class table mechanism; and different tablet holders for VIP cabins and even for cockpits.

Bucher also designs and manufactures other mechanisms, ranging from video arms to sliding doors with or without bulkheads.

The latest cabin lighting from DPI Labs is designed to be versatile, universally compatible, and offer much increased reliability over other lighting products. “We’ve taken lighting to a new level by integrating all of the control and installation variables directly into each SmartLight LED,” says Scott DeSmet, director of communications at DPI Labs. “From personal seat lights to dome and accent lighting, our lighting elements are plug-and-play into any cabin system.”

DPI Labs says its SmartLight LED units install easily with no wiring modification required. The smart lighting elements automatically work with any cabin control or discreet system including passive or active trim pots, a wide range of PWM control methods, and even two-wire halogen dimming.

SmartLight LEDs are available in numerous color temperatures and beam spreads with full dimming features. Dome lights are offered with a bi-color option and all SmartLights feature built-in and fully customizable emergency lighting capability, operating from 6-28V DC power source.

DPI Labs LED units are direct drop-in replacements for prior generation DPI Labs halogen lighting, as well as most units from other manufacturers.